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Discovery Walking Guides Ltd, United Kingdom, 2015. Sheet map, folded. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book. 2015 edition of Tenerife Bus Touring Map including Bono-Via
and timetable information. Including the latest updated Tenerife Map at 1:100k scale along with
updated large scale street plans for Las America/Los Cristianos, Santa Cruz, Puerto de la Cruz, Los
Gigantes/Puerto Santiago/Playa la Arena, Golf del Sur/Amarilla Golf, Las Galletas/Costa del
Silencio. Details of the Transvia must ride Tram experience from Santa Cruz to La Laguna and return
- known locally as the Tren . This is a fully detailed up-to-date map of Tenerife designed for bus
users and car drivers. Masses of Titsa bus routes and timetable information including the Bono-Via
discount bus tickets used on Titsa buses; saving up to 50 on the already pocket-money fares.
Tenerife island has been drawn at a scale of 1:100,000 with particular emphasis on navigation by
road and Titsa bus routes. Since our 2012 edition Titsa has reorganised their routes and timetables
with a whole heap of changes so make sure you are using the latest edition of Tenerife Bus Touring
Map. Extensive place name index makes finding your destination on the island quick and...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is definitely worth buying. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
-- Rhiannon Steuber-- Rhiannon Steuber

Very helpful to all type of individuals. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which is just soon after
i finished reading this pdf through which basically modified me, change the way i believe.
-- Tyshawn Brekke-- Tyshawn Brekke
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